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Poems by  

Roberto López Moreno

Palenque
At the Doors of the Jungle

The threshold of the overflowing jungle 

holds a book of stone containing,

in glittering lineage,

chapters of wise flame.

In it throbbed the beloved blood, 

the herbal chisel that holds it,

blade that wounds, marks, engraves, is

the color of cacao and the dawn.

The ant and the galaxy inhabit the book,

the stone turns pink and turns into wind

into which red and green plunge.

The fire grows since its coming,

the herbal mane that quivers

in this mineral tearing.
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Images of the Fifth Sun

Part One: Toltec Images

Maker of destiny, 

look at your children empty of all blood

growing the twists and turns 

of the infinite shadow;

give them renewed movement,

the strength needed to light the day.

Travel to the dumb mansion of the absent, 

where the ancestors’ sacred bones lie; 

with them you will build us again.

Overcome, O Lord, the opposition of the master of shadows,

exterminate his animosity with your ray of light,

rip from him the “precious bones”

and give them to us, Giver, launch us once again into life

to venerate you, the greatest power of our dream world.

I see your enterprise crowned by success.

The male of the shadows writhes 

among the clouds of his empire.

Now, may the gods aid you in this huge endeavor.

Bleed your skin and muscle, our strength,

form us out of the divine torrent of your vital sap

to stop being this nebula of anxiety

that floats without bodily pain.

Put the kernel of corn on our lips.
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Part Two: Aztec Images

I was chosen to satiate the thirst of the god

that will gulp as from the Lerma River in the bubbling of my chest.

Fulfilled the 365 beats of that time,

the sky will be an immense reddened griddle;

that my blood will shelter the permanence of the lineage

that will rise up, vertical, the day when the flowers bloom;

it will be a red flower of an invincible stalk

because it will burn with the force of generations.

That day should burst the dance corolla 

that builds everything from its pollen, dust 

of compliant flint.

In the center of the flower

the tiger and ocelot knights, the eagle knights, 

should fight 

to bequeath their energy to the cosmos.

The 365 night howls have been heard, 

The 365 shrieks of the day.

I go up the stairs on the arms of the priests,

I give myself over,

the stone hummingbird bursts the flesh of my chest,

a boom of log drums sprays the air,

out of my chest emerges the red flower, beating

like a rising flame,

growing, recognizing its origin, accepting it,

taking its place.

The Sun burns us.

The poems in Quinto Sol (Fifth Sun) were previously 

published in the book Sinfonía de los salmos (Symphony 

of Psalms), Mexico City: unam, 1996.
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